Letters Home
Letters Home Show Overview

Overview: We're Bob and Matt Massie, a Father-Son team and history
gumshoes. We hunt down lost boxes of military memories in estate sales,
antique stores, junk shops and auctions. Each box is a story and each piece
within is a clue.
With as little to go on as an address from the 1940's, we'll unravel a story of life,
death, love and loss. We track people across the forests of France and the islands
of the Pacific
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TITLE OF THE Series: Letters Home – An Original Series
LOGLINE: A father-son team acquires war letters and memorabilia that have been lost to families. They track down the
families and use the memorabilia to take them on a journey of discovery of their loved one’s service.
SYNOPSIS: Every box of old letters and photos is filled with personal stories: stories of everyday life in the military
during epic conflicts; missing home, missing bullets; news of homecomings in parades or in caskets; stories from the most
important times in people’s lives.
Some of these old boxes get separated from their families. We reunite the families with their lost memorabilia and take
them on a journey of discovery of their loved one’s service.
FORMAT: The series episodes are organized in four blocks:

A Block:

The Find: Matt and Bob acquire a new set of memorabilia, sort through the materials for clues on the
military service and the family’s location. The A block ends as the pair “divide and conquer.”

B Block:

Divide and Conquer: Matt lays the groundwork for the journey of discovery with the family and
Bob sets about finding the family. This is the frustration sequence – where the obstacles in the clues are
really emphasized and the guys deal with the setbacks that come with those obstacles.
The B Block ends with the initial contact with the family and their surprise.

C Block:

The Journey of Discovery: The guys meet the family, brief them on the journey of discovery,
and take two on a journey of discovery. These visits will be to military bases, historians, museums, unit
association meetings and the like. They will be places pointed to by the clues in the box and informative on
their loved one’s service. These are places families likely would never see and meet people they likely
would never meet. The C Block ends with a surprise revelation about the loved one

D Block:

The Reunion: The D Block opens with a reiteration of the surprise and the winding down of the
journey of discovery. We see the guys interacting with the family member on the drive home or in the
airport or a coffee shop, recapitulating the experience. The show ends with the 2 family members and the
guys returning home to a party with family and friends at with the loved one is celebrated.
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Matt is a 10 year veteran of the US Marine Corps with multiple combat tours in
the Middle East. He was a military advisor to the first Iraqi unit to stand up,
and a contractor for 2 years in Afghanistan.
He’s an entrepreneur, an expert in military symbology, a student of military
history, and an avid outdoorsman.
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Bob is a proud Marine dad. He and his wife of 47 years boast 2 wonderful
daughters in addition to Matt, 7 granddaughters and a grandson.
He’s an entrepreneur, writer, artist, researcher, filmmaker and all around boring
guy.
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TITLE OF THE SHOW: Letters Home, The Story of Memories of War Returned to a Veteran
LOGLINE: A World War II veteran is surprised when a father and son return his war memorabilia, 35 years after they were
lost to him.
SYNOPSIS: A father and son purchase WWII memorabilia that has been lost to families, then track down the families so
they can return these memories of war. In this very unusual case, the found the family AND the veteran who was still alive.
Follow Matt and Bob from auction house through military history, family research, a road trip and a reunion. Then gather
around with the family to celebrate this humble man’s service in the war.
The show is organized in three acts:
The Find: It’s at an auction. An old box of photos comes onto the block. The guys put in a bid. When they get it
home, it’s a treasure trove of memories from the war. Then it’s “divide and conquer” to learn more about the soldier’s
service and where the family might be.
The Search: The Search is on the move meeting with experts and visiting locations and concludes back in “The
Bunker” where we recapitulate our discoveries using maps, timelines, etc. The guys hit a wall that threatens a
successful return and decide on a road trip to tackle the problem.
The Reunion: The climax comes in the last segment – the reunion with the family. In their search for the
family, they find that the man whose memorabilia they possess is still alive. The trip turns from a search for a family
into a reunion with Joe Baris, our veteran. He relives dramatic moments and is honored by family and friends in an
emotional conclusion.
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Season One
Episodes 1:
First Generation Marine: The story of Ludvik Rozboril, a Czech immigrant cum US citizen who joined the
Marine Corps to defend his adopted country. His war memories are of being an aircraft mechanic in the hot zones of the
war in the Pacific. We also explore the military as a path to citizenship.

Episode 2:
Women’s Army Corps: Letters from two WAC nurses while they were training on the home front. We track their
later military service and explore how symbolic these women’s experience was of the tens of thousands of women in the
war effort.

Episode 3:
Love, Loss and Bigotry: Months of love letters from an African American GI to his wife expressing his deep love
for, his struggles and his fear of losing her. Raymond Phillips also wrote a "Open letter to the
Negro community" detailing his experience as part of a segregated unit training in Arkansas that was harassed by locals
and police. This episode tackles the issue of segregation and integration in the Army.
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Season One
Episodes 4:
D-Day: Seaman Leonard Claudat was a fireman on a landing craft on Dday. His memories include photos, a narration of
what he experienced on D-Day, and a USO living letter recording. The episode also explores the role played by the USO
and other organizations in keeping soldiers connected to home.
Episode 5:
Mountain fighters: Bill Connors scrapbook from his time as part of the legendary 10th Mountain Division. This
was a fighting unit trained in the Rockies who operated in the Alps with a main focus main on the war in Italy. We also
explore how these guys came home and were responsible for opening up ski resorts in Aspen, Vail, Breckinridge and
others.

Episode 6:
Steamy and I don't Mean the Weather: Kenneth Williamson expressed his passion for his girlfriend (later
wife) through a series of love letters, poems, drawings and cards. Some border on the risqué, especially for the 1940’s.
This episode additionally explores the popular images of love and sex so common in military life.
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Season One
Episodes 7:
A Family’s Pride: Leonard Lohrke was a Navy man, and his family at home was proud of it. We explore this
scrapbook of materials sent home from the war, and then return it to the family that lost it. The episode also explores how
families got information when their soldiers were away for years.
Episode 8:
Ice Road Soldiers: The guys tackle a box of materials from an unknown soldier’s service in Alaska. The challenge
is in how to discover who the man was and then to track down his family. Also covered will be how to tap resources like
the National Archives to find out information about veteran loved ones.

Episode 9:
The Bureaucracy of Death: When a young, single man dies in war, his future dies with him. What happened
with those many man who died abroad and left no wife or children to remember him? This episode also explores how the
burial or return of bodies was handled, including “routine” communications about death and dying.
Episode 10:
War Through a Camera Lens: Frank Noumea left a collection of hundreds of his personal photos, taken during
the time that he was assigned to document the end of the war and the post war occupation in the Pacific. We’ll also
explore the role of photojournalists in the war.
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Marketing Strategies
The Letters Home team is committed to partnering in marketing with our distributor. This will include but not be limited
to:
1)
Bob has been in the database marketing business for decades. He already has a comprehensive list of all federally
recognized veteran organizations among whom we will promote the show;
2)
We have an association with the American Legion and the American Legion Auxiliary. We have had official
agreement that when Letters Home is completed and ready to be aired, both organizations will help us promote it. Their
combined membership is 3 million people. Bob already has spoken to two national gatherings of the Auxiliary.
3)
We will create a “second screen” experience that will give viewers a unique behind the scenes look into the
production of each episode, tips on tracking down their own family stories, outtakes, coverage of materials that didn’t
make it into the show, etc.
4)

Show Hosts (Bob and Matt) and/or show subjects will be available for TV, radio and print interviews

5)
We will create original complimentary content (such as blogs, podcasts, blooper reels and interview outtakes) for
the Letters Home website and Facebook page
6)
Bob and Matt will make appearances in genealogy conventions, American Legion and Auxiliary conferences, other
veteran organizations, and other groups of interested people.
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